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Abstract—The increase in working set sizes of contemporary
applications outpaces the growth in cache sizes, resulting in
frequent main memory accesses that deteriorate system per-
formance due to the disparity between processor and memory
speeds. Prefetching data blocks into the cache hierarchy ahead
of demand accesses has proven successful at attenuating this
bottleneck. However, spatial cache prefetchers operating in the
physical address space leave significant performance on the
table by limiting their pattern detection within 4KB physical
page boundaries when modern systems use page sizes larger
than 4KB to mitigate the address translation overheads.

This paper exploits the high usage of large pages in modern
systems to increase the effectiveness of spatial cache prefetch-
ing. We design and propose the Page-size Propagation Module
(PPM), a µarchitectural scheme that propagates the page size
information to the lower-level cache prefetchers, enabling safe
prefetching beyond 4KB physical page boundaries when the
accessed blocks reside in large pages, at the cost of augmenting
the first-level caches’ Miss Status Holding Register (MSHR)
entries with one additional bit. PPM is compatible with any
cache prefetcher without implying design modifications. We
capitalize on PPM’s benefits by designing a module that consists
of two page size aware prefetchers that inherently use different
page sizes to drive prefetching. The composite module uses
adaptive logic to dynamically enable the most appropriate
page size aware prefetcher. Finally, we show that the proposed
designs are transparent to which cache prefetcher is used.

We apply the proposed page size exploitation techniques
to four state-of-the-art spatial cache prefetchers. Our evalua-
tion shows that our proposals improve single-core geomean
performance by up to 8.1% (2.1% at minimum) over the
original implementation of the considered prefetchers, across
80 memory-intensive workloads. In multi-core contexts, we
report geomean speedups up to 7.7% across different cache
prefetchers and core configurations.

Keywords-cache hierarchy, prefetching, spatial correlation,
microarchitecture, hardware, virtual memory, address transla-
tion, large pages, memory management, memory wall

I. INTRODUCTION

System performance continues to be limited by the Mem-
ory Wall [1], [2], i.e., the discrepancy between high memory
access latencies and high processor speeds. Low-latency
caches can attenuate this bottleneck by exploiting applica-
tions’ locality to reduce the latency cost of demand memory
accesses but are limited in capacity due to the overhead of
implementing large SRAMs near cores.
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Figure 1. Data structure residing on multiple 4KB pages (up) and one large
page (down). Arrows (black and red) illustrate the memory access patterns.
Red arrows represent patterns across 4KB pages that a cache prefetcher
operating on the physical address space is not allowed to prefetch for (even
if it correctly identifies the patterns). There are no red arrows when the data
structure resides in a large page.

Prefetching is a technique that hides the latency of
memory accesses by proactively fetching data blocks into
the cache hierarchy before a core explicitly demands
them—alleviating the pressure placed on the memory sub-
system by applications with large working sets that the
caches cannot fully contain [3]. Effective prefetching has
proven successful in attenuating the Memory Wall bot-
tleneck; this is the reason why modern high-performance
computing chips employ various cache prefetchers [4]–[13].

Numerous cache prefetchers have been proposed in recent
literature [14]–[27]. These prefetchers generally fall into
two categories; spatial prefetchers and temporal prefetchers.
Spatial prefetchers [14]–[21] exploit the similarity of access
patterns across different memory regions to drive prefetching
decisions. In contrast, temporal prefetchers [22]–[26] do
so by recording sequences of past cache misses. Although
effective, temporal prefetchers have drawbacks compared
to spatial prefetchers: (i) spatial prefetchers require orders
of magnitude less metadata storage compared to temporal
prefetchers [21], (ii) spatial prefetchers can save compulsory
misses [28] whereas temporal prefetchers are fundamentally
limited to prefetch for compulsory misses, and (iii) spatial
prefetchers not only save long-latency cache misses but also
improve the overall system energy consumption since they
increase the DRAM row buffer hit ratio [20], [21], [29].
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Previously proposed spatial cache prefetchers operating
in the physical address space preserve one key property:
they do not permit prefetching beyond 4KB physical page
boundaries as physical address contiguity is not guaranteed,
i.e., addresses that are contiguous in the virtual address space
may be very distant in the physical address space. In addi-
tion, crossing 4KB physical page boundaries for prefetching
is susceptible to security issues since an adversary could
exploit it to create a side-channel [30]–[32]. Prefetchers
are unaware of the access permissions of specific pages,
thus page-crossing prefetching might allow loading data
from pages the prefetcher’s cache would not otherwise have
access to. Indeed, a recent reverse engineering study [30]
demonstrates how to exploit page-crossing prefetching at the
lower-level caches to perform a side-channel attack.

Limiting spatial prefetchers to prefetch for intra-4KB
physical page patterns limits their ability to speculate long
streams of memory accesses [30]. Enabling safe prefetching
beyond 4KB physical pages requires direct access to the
Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) and a reverse address
translation [33]. These requirements pose high latency and
energy overheads, hindering safe prefetching across 4KB
physical page boundaries in real-world implementations.

The increase in working sets sizes of memory-intensive
applications also places tremendous pressure on the TLB
hierarchy [34]–[47]. This pressure results in frequent page
walks that deteriorate application performance, even in the
presence of dedicated software and hardware mechanisms
for address translation [35], [48]–[59]. The requirement for
small and fast TLBs with low miss rates has led to the advent
of large page size support in many operating systems [60],
[61], architectures [62]–[65], and virtualization enterprises
[66]. For example, x86 architectures support 2MB and 1GB
pages alongside standard 4KB pages to increase TLB reach.

This paper demonstrates that exploiting modern preva-
lence and support for large pages can significantly improve
a system’s overall performance by enabling safe prefetching
beyond 4KB physical page boundaries when the accessed
blocks reside in large pages. Figure 1 illustrates this oppor-
tunity by considering a generic data structure and showing
its memory access patterns when mapped into multiple 4KB
pages A and a single large page B . Although the data
structure has predictable patterns across 4KB boundaries,
the prefetcher would not prefetch these patterns (red arrows
in Figure 1 A ) due to the limitation of prefetching for
intra-4KB patterns. In contrast, when the data structure is
mapped to a large page (Figure 1 B ), the prefetcher could
safely cross 4KB boundaries and speculate on future access
patterns if it was aware that the block resides in a large page.
However, the page size information is not available to cache
prefetchers operating in the physical address space.

We perform two sets of experiments to highlight the
potential of leveraging the presence of large pages for
improving spatial cache prefetching effectiveness. First, we
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Figure 2. Probability distribution depicted with violin plots showing the
probability for a given prefetch to be discarded because it attempts to cross
4KB physical page boundaries when the block resides in a large page,
considering four spatial cache prefetchers and 80 applications.

demonstrate that modern systems effectively use large pages
by executing a set of memory-intensive workloads spanning
various contemporary benchmark suites [67]–[69] on a real
system [70] and observing that the majority of the con-
sidered workloads heavily use large pages throughout their
entire execution. Second, we quantify the missed opportunity
for safely crossing 4KB physical page boundaries when the
block resides in a large page (Figure 1 B ) by evaluating four
state-of-the-art lower-level spatial cache prefetchers (SPP
[14], VLDP [15], PPF [16], BOP [17]) using 80 memory-
intensive applications from various suites [39], [67]–[69],
[71], [72]. Figure 2 depicts the probability that a given
prefetch will attempt to cross 4KB page boundaries when
the block resides in a large page, but the prefetcher discards
it because it is unaware that the block resides in a large page.
For most workloads, 1 out of 10 prefetches are discarded due
to the restriction of not crossing 4KB boundaries. At the
extreme, some workloads see 1 out of 2 prefetches being
discarded due to this limitation. Taking into account that
cache prefetchers issue multi-million prefetches per executed
workload, the probability shown in Figure 2 reveals that
enhancing lower-level cache prefetchers with the page size
information of the accessed data blocks has the potential
to significantly improve cache prefetching performance due
to the opportunity of safely crossing 4KB physical page
boundaries when data blocks reside in large pages.

Based on our findings, we propose the Page-size Propa-
gation Module (PPM), the first µarchitectural scheme that
propagates the page size information to the lower-level cache
prefetchers, enabling safe prefetching beyond 4KB physical
page boundaries when the accessed block resides in a large
page. PPM exploits the available address translation meta-
data after a first-level cache miss and directs the page size
information to the lower-level cache prefetchers through the
first-level caches’ Miss Status Holding Registers (MSHRs).
PPM operates without requiring any costly TLB lookup
or reverse address translation. Moreover, we highlight that
PPM does not imply any modification in the design of a
lower-level cache prefetcher. For the rest of the paper, we
refer to a prefetcher that exploits PPM as Page Size Aware



Prefetcher (Pref-PSA).1 Note that a Pref-PSA inherently uses
4KB pages to drive prefetching decisions since PPM enables
prefetching beyond 4KB physical page boundaries (when
possible) without modifying the prefetcher’s design.

We capitalize on PPM’s benefits by transparently integrat-
ing the notion of large pages into the design of any cache
prefetcher.1 We observe that doing so may positively or neg-
atively impact performance as some workloads enjoy great
benefits by making the prefetcher inherently use large pages
while others experience performance degradation because
large pages provide a coarser representation of the memory
access patterns than standard 4KB pages. To avoid harming
performance while enjoying the benefits of integrating large
pages in the prefetcher’s design, we implement a composite
scheme that consists of two identical versions of the same
Pref-PSA1 that differ in only one aspect; one Pref-PSA
inherently uses 4KB pages to drive prefetching while the
other Pref-PSA uses large pages. Finally, the composite
scheme uses adaptive logic based on Set-Dueling [73] to dy-
namically enable the most appropriate of the two competing
prefetchers. We refer to this composite prefetcher as Page
Size Aware Prefetcher with Set Dueling (Pref-PSA-SD).1

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

• This is the first study to reveal that leveraging modern
prevalence and support for large pages can improve the
effectiveness of spatial cache prefetchers operating in
the physical address space due to the arising opportu-
nity for crossing 4KB physical page boundaries when
the accessed blocks reside in large pages.

• We propose Page-size Propagation Module (PPM), the
first µarchitectural scheme that enables safe prefetching
beyond 4KB physical page boundaries. Coupling prior
spatial cache prefetchers SPP [14], VLDP [15], PPF
[16], and BOP [17] with PPM provides single-core
geomean speedups of 5.5%, 2.1%, 4.7%, and 2.1%
over their original versions that stop prefetching at 4KB
boundaries no matter the size of the page where the
blocks reside, respectively, across 80 workloads. PPM
does not imply modifications in the prefetcher’s design.

• We capitalize on PPM by transparently integrating
large pages into any prefetcher’s implementation and
designing a composite prefetcher, named Page Size
Aware Prefetcher with Set Dueling (Pref-PSA-SD),1 that
selects between two identical Pref-PSAs that only differ
in the page size that they use to drive prefetching. Our
single-core evaluation shows that SPP-PSA-SD, VLDP-
PSA-SD, PPF-PSA-SD, and BOP-PSA-SD outperform
their original version by 8.1%, 4.0%, 5.1%, and 2.1%,
respectively, across 80 workloads. In multi-core con-
texts, we report geomean speedups up to 7.7% across
different prefetchers and core configurations.

1It can be any cache prefetcher operating in the physical address space.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Data Cache Prefetching
Data cache prefetching is a technique that hides the

latency cost of memory accesses by proactively fetching data
blocks into the caches before a core explicitly requests them.
Prior work in the domain can be generally classified into
spatial cache prefetchers and temporal cache prefetchers.
Spatial prefetchers [14], [15], [17]–[21] rely on the similarity
of access patterns across different memory regions to drive
prefetching, while temporal prefetchers [22]–[26] do so by
recording the sequence of past cache misses, assuming that
there will be a recurrence of those misses in the near future.

Spatial cache prefetchers are considered effective and are
widely used in real-world implementations [5], [7], [70],
[74] due to their intrinsic properties that provide unique
benefits. Specifically, spatial prefetchers require orders of
magnitude less metadata storage than temporal prefetchers
[21] because the former store only deltas/offsets between
accessed blocks within pages, whereas the latter records the
complete sequence of the addresses that cause cache misses.
In addition, spatial prefetchers can save compulsory cache
misses, which constitute a critical bottleneck in applications
[28], since they leverage observed deltas on already seen
pages to prefetch for unobserved pages. Contrarily, temporal
prefetchers record sequences of past misses, fundamentally
limiting their ability to save compulsory misses. Finally,
prior work demonstrates that spatial prefetches that reach
DRAM typically enjoy row buffer hits as opposed to tem-
poral prefetches, downplaying the fetch order impact while
reducing the overall energy consumption of the system [20],
[21], [29].

B. Architectural Support for Address Translation
Each memory access on paging-based virtual memory sys-

tems requires an address translation from the virtual to the
physical address space. Recent work [34]–[47] demonstrates
that memory-intensive applications experience significant
performance degradation (even up to 50%) due to tremen-
dous pressure placed on the virtual memory subsystem.
Modern systems provide a combination of both software
and hardware mechanisms to reduce address translation
overheads [35], [48]–[59]. The page table is an OS-managed
and architecturally visible structure that contains the virtual-
to-physical mappings of all pages loaded to main memory.
In x86-64 architectures, the page table is implemented as a
multi-level radix tree structure [55], [75]. The Translation
Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is a small and fast buffer that
stores the most recently used address translations entries
and is typically implemented as a multi-level structure [33].
Finally, the MMU Caches [48] (referred as Page Structure
Caches in x86 architectures) are µarchitectural structures
that reduce some of the page walk references to the memory
hierarchy (L1D→L2C→LLC→DRAM) by caching interme-
diate levels of the radix tree page table [35], [56], [57].



1) Large Pages: Even in the presence of dedicated
schemes for the virtual memory subsystem (Section II-B),
address translation is still a major performance obstacle
for contemporary applications [43], [76]. To alleviate this
bottleneck, modern systems have introduced large pages,
i.e., pages larger than a standard 4KB page. For instance,
x86-64 processors support 2MB and 1GB pages alongside
standard 4KB pages. Effectively using large pages provides
unique performance and energy gains. A large TLB entry
accommodates the translation of a much larger contiguous
memory region (e.g., a 2MB page covers 512 times more
memory space than a single 4KB page), increasing TLB
reach. Large pages also reduce the number of page table
levels that must be traversed upon a last-level TLB miss (4
traversals with 4KB pages, 3 traversals with 2MB pages).

Modern OSes provide two mechanisms to allocate large
pages. The first approach requires the user to reserve physi-
cal memory for large pages and use the hugetlbfs library [77]
to map specific memory segments of the application onto
large pages. This approach is static and limits the usage of
large pages. In the second approach, the OS transparently
allocates large pages without requiring any user involve-
ment. Specifically, the Linux Transparent Huge Pages (THP)
mechanism [60] provides automatic and transparent support
for 2MB pages. However, this is not the case for pages larger
than 2MB (e.g., 1GB pages for x86 architectures), which still
require manual allocation using the hugetlbfs library.2

C. Spatial Cache Prefetching and Page Boundaries

1) Spatial Prefetching at L1D: Modern L1D prefetchers
use virtual addresses to drive prefetching and exploit the
consistent streams exposed by the accessibility of the virtual
addresses in the form of streaming and stride prefetch-
ers [55], [78]–[82], identifying key access behaviors [25],
[83], and correlated instruction-pointer prefetchers [55],
[84]. Conceptually, these prefetchers can cross 4KB page
boundaries [85] because they have direct access to the
address translation module to extract the virtual-to-physical
mappings of the pages where the prefetched blocks reside.
In practice, it is not that straightforward. What should
L1D prefetchers do when the translation of the page where
the prefetched block resides is not present in the TLB?
Should they discard the prefetch or fetch the corresponding
translation from memory? Doing so would impact (posi-
tively or negatively) performance, bandwidth, and energy
consumption depending on the accuracy of the page-crossing
prefetching. Notably, crossing page boundaries greatly im-
pacts the timeliness of the L1D prefetching [86]; even if
page-crossing prefetching is accurate, it might negatively
impact prefetching timeliness (and the system’s overall per-
formance) when it goes all the way down to DRAM to find

2There is a recent work [44] that aims at automatically and transparently
allocating all page sizes in x86 systems (including 1GB pages).
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Figure 3. Percentage of allocated memory mapped to 2MB pages across
the entire execution of nine representative memory-intensive benchmarks.

the address translations since L1D prefetchers [83] require
quick turnaround times on memory accesses due to the
sheer amount of requests seen at the first-level caches. For
these reasons, state-of-the-art L1D prefetchers [83] typically
permit prefetching within standard 4KB page boundaries.3

2) Spatial Prefetching at L2C/LLC: Prefetchers for the
lower-level caches drive prefetching using physical ad-
dresses because the virtual addresses are not propagated to
the lower-level caches since these caches are implemented
as physically indexed physically tagged (PIPT) structures.
In addition, lower-level cache prefetchers stop prefetching at
4KB physical boundaries since physical address contiguity
is not guaranteed, i.e., contiguous virtual addresses might
not be contiguous in the physical address space, thus per-
mitting prefetching beyond 4KB physical boundaries might
introduce new security vulnerabilities. Allowing L2C/LLC
prefetchers to speculatively cross 4KB physical page bound-
aries may result in prefetching data from pages that a given
process does not have access to, thereby preloading data into
the cache hierarchy. This behavior results in a side-channel
in which an adversary can detect if the victim has accessed
a page despite the adversary not having permissions to that
page [30]–[32]. Indeed, a recent reverse engineering study
[30] shows how to perform a side-channel attack on recent
Apple processors (e.g., M1 Max and M1 Pro) by exploiting
page-crossing prefetching at the lower-level caches.

III. MOTIVATION

This section reveals that exploiting the presence of large
pages in modern systems can improve cache prefetching
effectiveness by enabling safe prefetching across 4KB page
boundaries. Our analysis focuses on x86 architectures with
4KB and 2MB pages since modern OSes provide automatic
and transparent support for only these page sizes (Section
II-B1). In addition, we target cache prefetchers operating in
the physical address space (L2C/LLC prefetchers) and not

3Designing a synergistic TLB prefetcher that improves the timeliness of
L1D page-crossing prefetching is a promising research direction.



cache prefetchers driving prefetching with virtual addresses
(L1D prefetchers) for the reasons explained in Section II-C1
and for two other reasons. First, L1D prefetchers issue
prefetch requests using virtual addresses on every L1D
access. However, the page size information is part of the
address translation metadata available after the TLB access,
thus waiting for the page size information upon TLB misses
might harm the timeliness of L1D prefetching. Second, first-
level caches necessitate simple and fast prefetchers due
to their sizes and access latencies as opposed to lower-
level caches that permit the implementation of sophisticated
prefetchers. Finally, we focus on spatial prefetchers for the
reasons outlined in Section II-A.

A. Limitations of Existing Cache Prefetchers

Previously proposed lower-level spatial cache prefetchers
preserve one key property; they assume the use of only
standard 4KB pages, limiting their pattern detection to
4KB memory regions. Consequently, they do not permit
prefetching beyond 4KB physical page boundaries because
physical address contiguity is not guaranteed, i.e., addresses
that are contiguous in the virtual address space might not
be contiguous in the physical address space. Moreover, prior
spatial cache prefetchers stop prefetching at 4KB physical
page boundaries because crossing 4KB boundaries might
introduce new security vulnerabilities since an adversary
could exploit page-crossing prefetching to attack the system,
as explained in Section II-C.

Enabling safe spatial prefetching beyond 4KB physical
page boundaries would ideally require direct access to the
TLB to extract the virtual-to-physical mappings of the pages
where the prefetched blocks reside. Doing so for spatial
prefetchers operating in the physical address space requires
allowing direct access from the lower-level caches to TLB to
perform a reverse translation from the physical to the virtual
address space. This reverse translation incurs high overheads
since the reverse mappings are multi-valued functions [33].

Finding 1. There is no previously proposed µarchitectural
scheme that ensures safe spatial prefetching beyond 4KB
physical page boundaries for the lower-level caches.

B. Opportunity for Safe Prefetching Across 4KB Boundaries

As explained in Section II-B1, systems provide support for
large page sizes to reduce the address translation overheads.
When large pages are used, the corresponding physical
mappings (physical pages) are also large, i.e., the virtual
and corresponding physical pages are of the same size. Intu-
itively, limiting the cache prefetcher to a 4KB physical page
boundary when the accessed block resides on a large page
leads to sub-optimal performance gains due to the missed
opportunity for safely prefetching across 4KB boundaries.

The first question we answer is whether modern systems
practically use large pages or not. To do so, we execute a set
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Figure 4. Performance comparison between the original implementation
of SPP and the ideal page size aware SPP (SPP-PSA-Magic) across a set
of memory-intensive workloads.

of memory-intensive benchmarks from various suites (SPEC
2006 [67], SPEC 2017 [68], and GAP [69]) on an Intel Xeon
E5-2687W, collecting the usage of 4KB and 2MB pages with
the page-collect tool [87] and Linux’s THP mechanism [60]
enabled (Section II-B1). Figure 3 presents the percentage
of allocated memory mapped in 2MB pages across the
execution of nine memory-intensive workloads. The main
takeaway of this experiment is that most workloads heavily
use 2MB pages, corroborating the conclusions of prior work
[42], [44], [45]. Interestingly, most workloads preserve the
high usage of 2MB pages during their entire execution.

Finding 2. Modern systems heavily use 2MB pages when
executing memory-intensive applications.

1) Quantifying the Potential: Qualitatively, making
lower-level cache prefetchers aware of the size of the
page where the accessed blocks reside would enable safe
prefetching beyond 4KB physical page boundaries when the
corresponding page is 2MB, resulting in better prefetch-
ing timeliness and coverage. Removing the restriction of
prefetching within 4KB physical boundaries would allow
the prefetchers to detect more distinct patterns, increasing
their coverage. Furthermore, the prefetchers would be able
to timely prefetch patterns that cross 4KB physical page
boundaries instead of waiting for an access to the next page
to start issuing prefetches for the already captured patterns.

Underlying Prefetcher. To quantitatively answer whether
or not large page exploitation can improve the effectiveness
of spatial prefetching for the lower-level caches, we consider
the Signature Path Prefetcher (SPP) [14], a confidence-based
look-ahead L2C prefetcher that directs prefetched blocks
into L2C or LLC depending on its internal confidence mech-
anism. SPP creates a compressed signature and associates it
with the physical page address. To do so, SPP relies on
two main structures: (i) the Signature Table, a table indexed
with the physical page number that stores the history of
previously delta patterns per page as a compressed signature,
and (ii) the Pattern Table, a table indexed by the signatures
generated by the Signature Table that stores predicted deltas.



We focus on SPP to demonstrate the potential benefits
of enabling beyond 4KB physical page boundaries spatial
prefetching by leveraging the presence of 2MB pages in
modern systems since SPP provides the basis for many L2C
prefetcher designs and optimizations [16], [18], and has been
deployed in real-world industrial designs [7]. In subsequent
sections, we consider additional L2C prefetchers to highlight
our proposals’ versatility.

Methodology. To quantify the benefits that large pages
could bring in spatial cache prefetching, we use an enhanced
version of ChampSim [88] that supports both 4KB and 2MB
pages. Section V describes our simulation infrastructure.

We implement and evaluate two different versions of
SPP to demonstrate the benefits of exploiting the presence
of 2MB pages for enhancing lower-level cache prefetching
performance. The first version corresponds to the original
implementation of SPP, which stops speculation at 4KB
physical page boundaries, no matter the page size of the
accessed block since it does not have any notion of the page
size. The second version of SPP differs from the original in
that SPP magically knows the page size of the accessed
blocks, so it stops prefetching at 4KB boundaries when
the block resides in a 4KB page or 2MB boundaries when
the block resides in a 2MB page. Figure 4 presents the
performance of the original SPP and its ideal page size aware
version (SPP-PSA-Magic) over a baseline without prefetch-
ing at any cache level, similar to prior work [14], [16], [18],
across the same set of memory-intensive benchmarks used
for the real system measurements, presented in Section III-B.
Our evaluation (Section VI) considers additional workloads
(Section V) to highlight the benefits of our proposals.

Figure 4 reveals that magically propagating the page
size information to SPP significantly improves its perfor-
mance since SPP-PSA-Magic outperforms SPP for all con-
sidered workloads (5.2% in geomean). The only exception
is soplex where SPP and SPP-PSA-Magic provide sim-
ilar speedups since this workload mainly uses 4KB pages,
limiting the opportunity for further performance gains by
exploiting the presence of 2MB pages. SPP-PSA-Magic
outperforms SPP original because it experiences better time-
liness and coverage than SPP. Specifically, SPP-PSA-Magic
issues prefetches that SPP would otherwise discard due to
the limitation of prefetching for intra-4KB page patterns or
postponing until there is an access to the prefetched block’s
page. Finally, we emphasize that SPP-PSA-Magic does not
imply any modification to SPP’s original design since it
keeps driving prefetching using 4KB indexes, similar to SPP
original, despite its awareness of the page size.

Finding 3. Making cache prefetchers operating in the
physical address space aware of the page size has po-
tential for significantly improving system’s performance
without any modification in the prefetcher’s design.
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Figure 5. Performance of SPP original, SPP-PSA-Magic from Figure 4,
and the ideal page size aware SPP that inherently uses 2MB pages (SPP-
PSA-Magic-2MB), across a set of memory-intensive workloads.

C. Integrating Large Pages into the Design

Section III-B1 reveals that magically propagating the page
size information to SPP provides large speedups without
implying any modification to its original design. Apart from
this, what would be the performance impact of integrating
2MB pages into the design of SPP? This section answers
this question, using the same baseline as Section III-B1.

The original version of SPP uses multiple structures to
drive prefetching (Section III-B1). Only one of these struc-
tures, named Signature Table, uses the physical page number
for indexing. Therefore, we implement another version of
SPP that differs from the original version in only one
aspect; it uses 2MB pages, not 4KB pages, to index the
Signature Table. Consequently, the new SPP version can
store deltas into the structure that stores predicted deltas,
named Pattern Table, that are larger than the ones stored in
the corresponding structure of SPP original and SPP-PSA-
Magic.4 In addition, the signature stored in the Signature
Table depends on the deltas stored in the Pattern Table.
Consequently, this new version of SPP has fundamental
differences compared to SPP original and SPP-PSA-Magic:
(i) it eliminates aliasing in the Pattern Table due to indexing
with 2MB pages at the cost of generalizing patterns among
all 4KB pages within a 2MB memory block, and (ii) it can
discover patterns that SPP original and SPP-PSA-Magic fail
at finding due to considering larger deltas for prefetching
and/or experiencing less aliasing in the Pattern Table. Note
that the new SPP version is magically aware of the page
size to adjust its prefetching boundaries accordingly, similar
to SPP-PSA-Magic of Section III-B1. We refer to this new
SPP version as SPP-PSA-Magic-2MB. Figure 5 presents the
speedups of SPP original, SPP-PSA-Magic from Section
III-B1, and SPP-PSA-Magic-2MB.

Figure 5 reveals that SPP-PSA-Magic-2MB behaves dif-
ferently across different benchmarks. For example, it pro-
vides huge speedups over both SPP and SPP-PSA-Magic
for the milc benchmark. We observe such behavior because

4Deltas within a 4KB page range between -64 to +64 whereas deltas
within a 2MB page range between -32768 to +32768.
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SPP-PSA-Magic-2MB does not suffer from aliasing in the
Pattern Table and it prefetches for patterns that both SPP
and SPP-PSA-Magic fail at capturing due to considering
smaller deltas.4 For benchmarks like libquantum, SPP-
PSA-Magic-2MB performs similar to SPP-PSA-Magic (still
greater than SPP original). However, there are benchmarks
(e.g., soplex) where SPP-PSA-Magic-2MB significantly
degrades performance over SPP original. Such behavior is
observed because indexing the Signature Table with 2MB
pages changes its content and the patterns it captures.
Interestingly, results presented in Figure 5 demonstrate that
indexing with 4KB pages, regardless of whether the block
resides in a 4KB or a 2MB page, is sometimes better than in-
dexing with 2MB pages since SPP-PSA-Magic outperforms
SPP-PSA-Magic-2MB for some workloads (e.g., soplex,
pr.road). This is the case for workloads that have fine-
grain address patterns (4KB-grain). In other words, when
a block resides in a 2MB page it is seldom beneficial to
index the prefetcher’s structures with 2MB pages; sometimes
indexing with 4KB pages, no matter the size of the page
where the accessed block resides, provides better prefetches.

Finding 4. Integrating 2MB pages into the design of
a cache prefetcher may positively or negatively impact
performance, depending on the workload. A scheme that
dynamically selects between two page size aware versions
of a prefetcher that drive speculation considering different
page sizes has the potential to deliver outstanding benefits.

D. Putting Everything Together

Sections III-B1 and III-C highlight that leveraging the
presence of 2MB pages in modern systems for lower-level
cache prefetching has the potential to provide significant
benefits. However, the reported gains assume magically
propagating the page size information to the lower-level
cache prefetchers. Realistically leveraging 2MB pages for
enhancing cache prefetching performance requires (i) a
scheme that propagates the page size information to the
lower-level cache prefetchers, and (ii) a smart mechanism
that enables the page-size aware version of the prefetcher
that inherently uses 2MB pages only when it is confident
that doing so would positively impact performance.

IV. DESIGN

We design and propose the Page-size Propagation Module
(PPM), the first µarchitectural scheme that propagates the
page size information to lower-level cache prefetchers and
enables safe prefetching beyond 4KB physical page bound-
aries when an accessed block resides in a large page (Section
IV-A). We show that PPM is compatible with any lower-
level cache prefetcher without implying any modification to
the underlying prefetcher’s implementation. For the rest of
the paper, we use Page Size Aware Prefetcher (Pref-PSA) to
refer to a prefetcher that exploits the PPM module.

We further capitalize on PPM’s benefits through the
design of a composite scheme that transparently integrates
large pages into the prefetcher’s design, providing additional
performance benefits at modest storage and logic costs.
Section IV-B presents in detail this composite scheme.

A. Page-size Propagation Module (PPM)
To address our analysis findings (Section III), we de-

sign the Page-size Propagation Module (PPM), an easily
implemented µarchitectural scheme that makes lower-level
cache prefetchers aware of the page size of the accessed
blocks, enabling safe prefetching beyond 4KB physical page
boundaries when the accessed block resides in a large page
(Findings 2 and 3, Section III-B). Practically, PPM augments
the cache MSHRs with one additional bit indicating the
page size of the corresponding accessed block. PPM does
not imply any modification to the underlying prefetcher’s
implementation nor any costly reverse virtual to physical
address translation (Finding 1, Section III-A).

We focus on prefetching applied at the L2C to describe
the design and the operation of PPM while presenting the
modifications required to propagate the page size informa-
tion to LLC prefetchers. We target L2C prefetching because
contemporary L2C prefetchers (i) store prefetched blocks
into the L2C or LLC depending on their internal confidence
mechanisms, and (ii) a prefetcher placed in the L2C has
a clearer view of the miss stream than an LLC prefetcher.
We do not target L1D prefetchers because (i) waiting for
the page size information upon TLB misses might harm
their timeliness since these prefetchers operate on L1D
accesses, as explained in Section III, and (ii) the L1D opts
for low-latency accesses, hindering the implementation of
sophisticated prefetchers (Sections II-C1 and III.)
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1) Implementation and Operation: The key idea behind
PPM is that first-level caches are typically implemented as
virtually indexed physically tagged (VIPT), thus upon an
L1D miss the page size of the missed block is available as
part of the address translation metadata.

In practice, on L1D misses PPM extracts the page size
information from the address translation metadata and prop-
agates it to the L1D MSHR. To do so, we augment each
L1D MSHR entry with one additional bit indicating the page
size of the missed block. Since L2C prefetchers are engaged
on L2C accesses, i.e., L1 misses, PPM propagates the page
size bit from the L1D MSHR to the L2C prefetcher via the
corresponding request’s stream, making the L2C prefetcher
aware of the page size (Pref-PSA).

Figure 6 illustrates the design and operation of a cache
hierarchy enhanced with PPM. In practice, upon an L1D
miss, PPM records the corresponding miss to the L1D
MSHR coupled with one more bit annotating the page size
of the corresponding block from the address translation
metadata. The page size bit is either 0 or 1, indicating
whether the corresponding missed block resides in a 4KB or
2MB page, respectively. Then, Pref-PSA takes the page size
bit as input and adjusts its prefetching strategy accordingly.
If the page size bit is 0, Pref-PSA stops prefetching at 4KB
boundaries since the block resides in a 4KB page. However,
if the page size bit is 1, Pref-PSA safely crosses 4KB
boundaries since it is aware that the block resides in a 2MB
page and stops prefetching at 2MB boundaries. Although
Pref-PSA may continue prefetching across 4KB boundaries
when the accessed blocks reside in 2MB pages, it continues
to index its internal prefetching structures using 4KB pages,
regardless of the page size, since PPM does not imply any
modification in the underlying prefetcher’s design.
Storage Overhead. PPM’s implementation requires just one
bit per L1D MSHR entry, assuming two concurrently sup-
ported page sizes (4KB pages and 2MB pages).
Additional Page Sizes. Although architectural support for
address translation is similar between different architectures
(x86, ARM, RISC-V), some implementations support more
than two page sizes. PPM is compatible with any number of
concurrently supported page sizes but would require more
bits stored in the L1D MSHR entries. Assuming N concur-
rently supported page sizes, PPM needs to additionally store

⌈log2 N⌉ bits on each L1D MSHR entry.

Operation on L1I Misses. Today, Linux transparently sup-
ports 2MB pages only for data, not for code. In addition,
mapping code into large pages using the hugetlbfs library
[77] might introduce security vulnerabilities [86], [89], [90].
For these reasons, this work considers that all instruction
pages are 4KB, and do not enhance the L1I MSHR with the
page size bit. We emphasize that this is not a limitation of
our design, but rather an implementation choice based on
the policies followed by modern systems. PPM can also be
used, without any modification, to propagate the page size
information to the L2C prefetching module upon L1I misses.

Applicability on LLC Prefetching. The procedure for propa-
gating the page size information to an LLC prefetcher is
similar to the one explained in Section IV-A1, but with
another propagation level. First, the L2C MSHR entries
should also store a bit annotating the page size. Second,
upon an L2C miss, the page size bit should be propagated
from the L1D MSHR to the L2C MSHR. Finally, the L2C
MSHR routes the page size bit to the LLC prefetcher.

B. Integrating Large Pages in the Design

This section builds on top of the PPM (Section IV-A)
and presumes that the page size information propagates to
the L2C prefetching module. In other words, it assumes the
placement of a generic Pref-PSA alongside L2C.

In this section, we show how to couple an existing Pref-
PSA with another page size aware version of the same
prefetcher that uses 2MB pages to drive prefetching; we
refer to this prefetcher as Pref-PSA-2MB. As explained
in Section III-C, integrating 2MB pages into the design
of an L2C prefetcher may positively or negatively impact
performance. To address this finding, we also implement a
smart and low-cost scheme that enables Pref-PSA-2MB only
when it is confident that doing so will positively impact
performance.

Figure 7 (A) depicts a high-level overview of our com-
posite design. The L2C prefetching module consists of (i)
two generic page size aware prefetchers, one inherently
using 4KB pages (Pref-PSA), similar to Section IV-A, and
another inherently using 2MB pages (Pref-PSA-2MB), and
(ii) adaptive selection logic, based on Set-Dueling [73],



that dynamically selects between Pref-PSA and Pref-PSA-
2MB. We refer to this composite design as Page Size Aware
Prefetcher with Set Dueling (Pref-PSA-SD).

1) Design of Pref-PSA-2MB: We transparently integrate
the notion of 2MB pages into any L2C prefetcher design
by targeting its internal prefetching structures indexed with
the physical page number (if any). The only modification
necessary is that we require these structures to be indexed
using 2MB pages, no matter the size of the page where the
accessed block resides. Although Pref-PSA-2MB assumes
2MB pages for indexing its internal structures, prefetching is
permitted within the page where the trigger block resides to
avoid opening side-channels (Section II-C). If the prefetcher
has no structure indexed with the physical page number,
Pref-PSA-2MB is equivalent to Pref-PSA. Note that Pref-
PSA-2MB uses predicted deltas that range between -32768
and +32768 since it assumes only 2MB pages. Therefore,
Pref-PSA-2MB may, or may not, capture patterns that Pref-
PSA captures, as explained in Section III-C.

2) Selection Logic: To address our last analysis finding
and agilely select between Pref-PSA and Pref-PSA-2MB, we
implement a scheme based on Set Dueling [73], a technique
originally invented to select between different replacement
policies within a cache. Our selection logic (Figure 7 (B))
consists of a single saturating counter, Csel, that reflects
which prefetcher to enable for the current access. We train
both Pref-PSA and Pref-PSA-2MB on all L2C accesses since
training each prefetcher only when it is selected results in
insufficient training.

In practice, the selection logic clusters the L2C sets into
three categories: sets dedicated to Pref-PSA, sets dedicated
to Pref-PSA-2MB, and follower sets dynamically assigned
to the most accurate prefetcher between Pref-PSA and Pref-
PSA-2MB. We dedicate a small fraction of the total L2C
sets to the two competing prefetchers to avoid negatively
impacting performance when one of the prefetchers harms
performance. Empirically, we find that 32 sets are adequate
for each prefetcher, similar to prior work [73]. To make
our Set Dueling based scheme work for prefetching, we use
one bit per L2C block to annotate which prefetcher (Pref-
PSA or Pref-PSA-2MB) issued the prefetch to ensure correct
updating of Csel. This bit is required because the prefetched
block may not be stored in the same set as the trigger block.5

The annotation bit implies 1KB extra storage for a 512KB
L2C which is affordable for realistic implementations.

3) Pref-PSA-SD Operation: Pref-PSA-SD monitors the
efficacy of each prefetcher by marking prefetched blocks
based on the issuing prefetcher. Upon an L2C access, Pref-
PSA or Pref-PSA-2MB issues prefetches for the current
access based on whether or not the accessed block belongs

5This is not the case for cache replacement policies [73] because the
cache replacement function domain is a single set.

Component Configuration

CPU Core 1-8 cores, 4GHz, 352-entry ROB, 4-wide

L1 ITLB/DTLB 64-entry, 4-way, 1-cycle, 8-entry MSHR

L2 TLB 1536-entry, 12-way, 8-cycle, 16-entry MSHR

L1 ICache 32KB, 8-way, 4-cycle, 8-entry MSHR

L1 DCache 48KB, 12-way, 5-cycle, 16-entry MSHR

L2 Cache 512KB, 8-way, 10-cycle, 32-entry MSHR

32 sets for Pref-PSA/Pref-PSA-2MB, 3-bit Csel

LLC (per core) 2MB, 16-way, 20-cycle, 64-entry MSHR

DRAM 8GB (single-core), 32GB (multi-core), 3200MT/s

Branch Predictor hashed perceptron [91]

Table I
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION.

to either prefetchers’ sample set. If the corresponding block
does not belong to either prefetcher’s sample sets, Csel
selects which prefetcher should be enabled. If the Most Sig-
nificant Bit (MSB) of Csel is 0, Pref-PSA issues prefetches
for the current access. Otherwise, Pref-PSA-2MB generates
prefetches for the current access. The operation of Pref-PSA-
SD is also illustrated with pseudo-code in Figure 7 (C).

To update Csel, Pref-PSA-SD takes into account the useful
prefetches of the two competing prefetchers by looking at
the annotation bit (Section IV-B2). Specifically, a cache
hit due to a prefetch issued by Pref-PSA (Pref-PSA-2MB)
decrements (increments) Csel by one. Empirically, we found
that three bits for Csel are adequate to identify the most
useful cache prefetcher per execution phase dynamically.

Finally, no matter which prefetcher is activated, we let
both Pref-PSA and Pref-PSA-2MB train on all L2C accesses
and adjust their prefetching strategy accordingly. Training
each prefetcher only when it is selected, as Set Dueling
implies when used for cache replacement policies [73],
provides poor performance gains due to insufficient training
and false pattern observation, as we show in Section VI-B3.

V. METHODOLOGY

A. Performance Model

We evaluate our proposals using the ChampSim simulator
[88], modeling a 4-wide out-of-order processor and a three-
level cache hierarchy, similar to prior work [14], [16]. We
model 1-core, 4-core, and 8-core out-of-order machines with
64-byte blocks. Table I presents our experimental setup.

Prefetching is applied upon L2C accesses with prefetched
blocks placed into the L2C or LLC, depending on the L2C
prefetcher’s confidence. There is no prefetching at the L1
caches, and all cache levels use the LRU replacement policy.
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Figure 8. Performance comparison between different page size aware (PSA) versions of the SPP prefetcher. The speedups are computed over the original
implementation of SPP that considers only 4KB pages and stops prefetching at 4KB physical page boundaries [14].

Prior work on spatial prefetching for the lower-level
caches is limited to 4KB physical page boundaries [3].
However, modern OSes provide support for large pages,
as explained in Sections II-B1 and III-B. Thus, we extend
ChampSim to concurrently support both 4KB and 2MB
pages since the Linux Transparent Huge Pages (THP) mech-
anism [60] provides automatic and transparent support only
for 2MB large pages (Section II-B1). Mapping data into
1GB large pages requires manually using the libhugetlbfs
[77] since THP does not transparently support 1GB pages.
For these reasons, our evaluation considers a system that
concurrently supports 4KB and 2MB pages.

We verify that our infrastructure accurately simulates
multiple page sizes by measuring the usage of 4KB and
2MB pages for all SPEC CPU 2006 [67], SPEC CPU 2017
[68], and GAP [69] benchmarks, presented in Section V-B,
using the page-collect tool [87] on an Intel Xeon E5-2687W
machine and compare them with the corresponding usages
on our simulation infrastructure. Our experiments reveal that
real systems heavily use 2MB pages (on average 85% of
the total allocated memory is mapped to 2MB pages across
the considered workloads in our system), as also shown
in Section III-B. Additionally, our infrastructure simulates
multiple page sizes within only 1.8% error compared to the
real system measurements for the considered workloads.

1) Constrained Evaluation: We test our proposals under
different DRAM bandwidth configurations that roughly cor-
respond to three commercial processors (Intel Xeon Gold
[70], AMD EPYC [92], and AMD Threadripper [93]), sim-
ilar to [27]. Moreover, we evaluate scenarios that consider
different entries in the L2C MSHR and different LLC sizes.
Section VI-B4 evaluates these scenarios. The multi-core
evaluation uses the default configuration (Table I).

B. Workloads

We consider an extensive and diverse set of workloads
to evaluate our proposals. Specifically, we use all workloads
from SPEC CPU 2006 [67] and SPEC CPU 2017 [68] suites,
big data workloads included in the GAP suite [69] using
the road input graph, scale-out applications from Cloud-
Suite [39], a machine learning workload (mlpack [71]), and
industrial workloads provided by Qualcomm (QMM) for
CVP1 [72]. Workloads with an LLC MPKI of at least 1
are considered memory-intensive and thus considered in our
evaluation. Overall, our evaluation considers 195 different
traces spanning 80 workloads. All traces were obtained using
the SimPoint [94] methodology, and our evaluation reports
the weighted mean speedups achieved per application.

Single-core Performance. All SPEC, GAP, CloudSuite,
and machine learning workloads run the first 250M instruc-
tions to warm up the µarchitectural structures and 250M
instructions are executed to obtain the experimental results.
For the QMM workloads, we use 50M warm-up instructions
and 100M instructions for gathering results [95].

Multi-core Experiments. We randomly generate 100 mixes
from our workload set for multi-core evaluation. Both 4-
core and 8-core evaluations use the same number of warm-
up and simulation instructions as the single-core exper-
iments. We report the weighted speedup over the base-
line to obviate speedup overestimation due to applications
with high IPC [16], [96]. For each application running on
a core, we compute the IPC on the multi-core context
and the IPC in isolation on a system with the multi-core
specs. Then, we compute the weighted IPC as the sum of
(IPCmulticore/IPCisolation) for all workloads in the mix. Finally,
we normalize this sum with the weighted IPC of the baseline.



VI. EVALUATION

A. Considered Prefetchers

This section highlights our proposals’ versatility by apply-
ing the proposed page size exploitation techniques (Section
IV) on a set of four state-of-the-art spatial L2C prefetchers:
Signature Path Prefetcher (SPP) [14], Variable Length Delta
Prefetcher (VLDP) [15], Perceptron-based Prefetch Filtering
(PPF) [16], and Best Offset Prefetcher (BOP) [17]. We also
consider the Instruction Pointer Classifier Prefetcher (IPCP)
[83] in Section VI-B5 to compare against state-of-the-art
L1D prefetching.6

B. Single Core Experiments

1) Performance: This section quantifies the single-core
performance benefits of making the L2C prefetching module
aware of the page size by using the PPM scheme (Section
IV-A), while illustrating the source of these benefits. Specif-
ically, we quantify the performance gains of (i) the page size
aware (PSA) versions of the considered L2C prefetchers
(Section IV-A), (ii) the page size aware versions of the
L2C prefetchers that inherently use 2MB pages to index
their structures (PSA-2MB), presented in Section IV-B,
and (iii) the composite scheme (PSA-SD) that dynamically
enables the most appropriate between the PSA and PSA-
2MB versions of the L2C prefetcher (Section IV-B).

Starting with the SPP prefetcher, Figure 8 reports the
speedups of SPP-PSA, SPP-PSA-2MB, and SPP-PSA-SD
over the original SPP implementation that is not aware
of the page size, thus it stops prefetching at 4KB page
boundaries, across all considered workloads. Overall, SPP-
PSA, SPP-PSA-2MB, and SPP-PSA-SD improve geomean
performance over the original SPP by 5.5%, 3.0%, and 8.1%,
respectively. The main takeaways of this experiment are:

• SPP-PSA greatly improves performance over SPP
original across the vast majority of the considered work-
loads (e.g., GemsFDTD, fotonik3d_s, qmm_fp_95).
This happens because SPP-PSA exploits PPM to safely
cross 4KB boundaries when a block resides in a 2MB page,
resulting in better coverage and timeliness than SPP original.

• SPP-PSA-2MB behaves differently across different
applications; for some workloads it greatly outperforms
SPP original (e.g., milc, qmm_fp_67) while for others it
degrades performance (e.g., cactus, tc.road), corrobo-
rating our last analysis finding (Finding 4, Section III-C). We
observe such behavior due to the SPP-PSA-2MB’s intrinsic
properties (Section III-C): (i) SPP-PSA-2MB indexes the
internal prefetching structures with 2MB pages that provides
a coarser representation of the access patterns than indexing
with 4KB pages and less aliasing in the prediction tables, and
(ii) SPP-PSA-2MB considers more strides for prefetching

6We evaluate two IPCP versions; IPCP original that prefetches for intra-
4KB patterns and another IPCP version that crosses 4KB page boundaries.
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Figure 9. Performance comparison between the PSA, PSA-2MB, and
PSA-SD versions of state-of-the-art L2C prefetchers, across all considered
benchmark suites. The speedups are computed over the original implemen-
tation of the corresponding prefetcher, similar to Figure 8.

than SPP-Pref-PSA (SPP-PSA-2MB uses strides ranging
between -32768 and +32768 while SPP-PSA uses strides
ranging between -64 and +64, as explained in Section
III-C). Therefore, for workloads like milc, SPP-PSA-2MB
outperforms SPP-PSA because it (i) does not suffer from
aliasing in the prediction table, and (ii) uses strides larger
than 64 that manage to detect patterns that SPP-PSA fails
at finding due to only considering deltas smaller than 64.
However, for benchmarks like tc.road, SPP-PSA-Magic-
2MB degrades performance over SPP original and SPP-
PSA because indexing its internal structure with 2MB pages
erroneously generalizes different access patterns experienced
by different 4KB pages residing in the same 2MB memory
block into the same prefetching structure entry. In other
words, indexing with 4KB pages, regardless of whether
the block resides in a 2MB page, is sometimes better than
indexing with 2MB pages; this is the case for workloads
with 4KB-grain address patterns. The main takeaway is
that the SPP-PSA-2MB may positively or negatively impact
performance, depending on the workload, motivating the
design of the SPP-Pref-PSA-SD module.

• SPP-PSA-SD provides the overall best performance
gains over SPP original because it accurately enables the
most appropriate prefetcher between SPP-PSA and SPP-
PSA-2MB. For benchmarks like milc and qmm_fp_67,
SPP-PSA-SD identifies that SPP-PSA-2MB is more ef-
fective than SPP-PSA and primarily enables SPP-PSA-
2MB. In contrast, SPP-PSA-SD consistently enables SPP-
PSA for benchmarks like sphinx3, pr_road, and
qmm_fp_12 since it identifies that SPP-PSA-2MB does not
provide useful prefetches for these benchmarks. Notably,
we observe that for some workloads (e.g., qmm_fp_87,
cactuBSSN_s) SPP-PSA-SD offers better performance
than its best performing prefetcher as these workloads
benefit from enabling different prefetchers across different
execution phases.
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For workloads operating mainly on 4KB pages
(e.g., soplex, hmmer, omnetpp, gcc_s,
graph_analytics) SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD
merely improve performance over SPP original because
there exist only a few opportunities for safely crossing 4KB
pages since these workloads do not use many 2MB pages.
Interestingly, SPP-PSA-2MB harms performance for these
workloads by erroneously generalizing access patterns to
different 4KB pages within the same 2MB memory block
into the same prefetching structure entry, thus using the
same prefetch deltas.

Additional Prefetchers. To demonstrate that our page size
exploitation techniques benefit any spatial lower-level cache
prefetcher, we consider the VLDP, PPF, and BOP L2C
prefetchers (Section VI-A) and evaluate their original imple-
mentation as well as their PSA, PSA-2MB, and PSA-SD ver-
sions. Figure 9 presents the geomean speedups of the PSA,
PSA-2MB, and PSA-SD versions of SPP, VLDP, PPF, and
BOP across the considered benchmark suites coupled with a
geomean across all workloads. The speedups are computed
over the original versions of the considered prefetchers,
similar to Figure 8. For example, the speedups of the VLDP-
PSA/VLDP-PSA-2MB/VLDP-SD are computed over VLDP
original that considers only 4KB pages and stops prefetching
at 4KB physical page boundaries.

Overall, the results reported in Figure 9 drive conclusions
consistent with the ones reported for the SPP prefetcher

in Figure 8: (i) the PSA version of all prefetchers greatly
improves performance over the original versions across all
considered benchmark suites (e.g., VLDP-PSA improves
geomean performance over VLDP original by 3.0% for the
QMM workloads), (ii) the PSA-2MB version provides mod-
est performance gains because it improves or degrades per-
formance depending on the workload (e.g., PPF-PSA-2MB
improves (degrades) performance for the QMM (SPEC)
workloads by 2.1% (1.3%)), and (iii) the PSA-SD version
provides the best speedups since the selection logic enables
the most appropriate prefetcher between PSA and PSA-2MB
(e.g., PPF-PSA-SD outperforms PPF original by 5.1% across
all workloads). Finally, all BOP versions (PSA, PSA-2MB,
PSA-SD) provide the same speedups because BOP does not
use any structure indexed with the page size (Section IV-B),
causing BOP-PSA-2MB to degenerate to BOP-PSA. Thus
BOP’s PSA, PSA-2MB, and PSA-SD versions are identical.

Non-Intensive Workloads. To quantify the impact of our
proposals on less memory-intensive workloads, we tem-
porarily augment our workload set with all SPEC 2006
and SPEC 2017 workloads no matter their cache MPKI
rates, and evaluate all considered prefetchers coupled with
all page size exploitation techniques. Across all considered
workloads (intensive plus non-intensive), the (PSA, PSA-
2MB, PSA-SD) versions of SPP, VLDP, PPF, and BOP
improve geomean performance over their original versions
by (4.1%, 2.2%, 6.1%), (1.7%, -0.3%, 3.3%), (3.4%, 0.2%,
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Figure 11. Performance comparison between different implementations of
the selection logic of the considered prefetchers’ PSA-SD versions.

3.8%), and (1.6%, 1.6%, 1.6%), respectively. All BOP
versions provide the same speedups because BOP does not
use any structure indexed with the page size (Section IV-B).
The speedups are slightly lower than the ones reported when
considering only the memory-intensive workloads (Figure
9) because some non-intensive SPEC workloads lower the
reported geomean speedups. In addition, we observe that our
proposals do not harm the performance of the non-intensive
workloads. The main takeaway of this experiment is that
page size aware lower-level prefetching provides significant
benefits for memory-intensive workloads without negatively
impacting the performance of non-intensive workloads.

2) Sources of Performance Enhancements: This section
justifies the benefits delivered by the proposed page size
exploitation techniques (PSA, PSA-SD). This section does
not analyze the PSA-2MB version of the prefetchers since
it is part of the PSA-SD design that dynamically selects
between the PSA and PSA-2MB versions of the prefetchers.

Figure 10 considers different metrics to explain the per-
formance gains of our proposals on the SPP prefetcher.
Specifically, we use the following metrics: (i) cache access
latency (in cycles) to quantify the impact of our proposals on
prefetching timeliness (better prefetching timeliness reduces
cache access latency), (ii) miss coverage, and (iii) prefetch-
ing accuracy. Moreover, we compute these metrics for the
L2C and LLC since SPP directs prefetches in both caches,
depending on its internal confidence mechanism. Finally, for
this set of experiments, we consider some representative
workloads across all considered benchmark suites plus an
average across all considered workloads (Mean in Figure
10) for readability. Note that all metrics are computed over
the original SPP version, similar to Section VI-B1.

Looking at Figure 10 we observe that the performance
gains of our proposals (PSA, PSA-SD) do not have a single
root (e.g., higher coverage). The speedups of SPP-PSA and
SPP-PSA-SD are caused by positively impacting different
metrics, depending on the workload. This is the reason why
looking only at the reported averages across 80 workloads
does not provide a clear understanding.

For example, SPP-PSA provides modest speedups for
the milc benchmark, whereas SPP-PSA-SD provides mas-

sive speedups for this benchmark due to SPP-PSA-SD
enabling the SPP-PSA-2MB prefetcher for this workload,
as explained in Section VI-B1. SPP-PSA provides modest
speedups for milc because it improves prefetching time-
liness by significantly reducing the L2C and LLC access
latency costs while providing higher prefetching accuracy,
at the cost of slightly reducing L2C prefetching coverage.
Regarding the speedup of SPP-PSA-SD for milc bench-
mark, we observe that it provides a large coverage increase
(∼10% for L2C and ∼22% for LLC) coupled with higher
prefetching accuracy (∼10% for L2C and ∼10% LLC) while
reducing the L2C access latency by almost 40%. We observe
a slight increase in LLC access latency because most of the
LLC misses have been eliminated, and the remaining misses
result in cold DRAM accesses. Similar behavior is observed
for other workloads like GemsFDTD and qmm_fp_112.

For workloads like bwaves, fotonik3d_s, and
pr_road, SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD provide similar
speedups because SPP-PSA-SD mainly enables SPP-PSA
since SPP-PSA-2MB is not helpful for these workloads. As
a result, SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD have almost the same
impact in the metrics presented in Figure 10. For this group
of workloads both SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD significantly
reduce L2C and LLC access latencies because they experi-
ence better prefetching timeliness than SPP original while
providing a slight increase in coverage and accuracy.

Looking at the impact of SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-
SD on workloads like qmm_fp_15, qmm_fp_67, and
qmm_fp_95, we observe large speedups over SPP original.
In addition, SPP-PSA-SD outperforms SPP-PSA since it
enables SPP-PSA-2MB in specific execution phases. For
these workloads, both SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD experi-
ence an accuracy increase up to 10% for both L2C and
LLC, a slight L2C coverage increase (<10%), a massive
LLC coverage increase (>13%), a massive reduction in L2C
access latency due to better prefetching timeliness, and a
small increase in LLC latency, because most LLC misses
have been eliminated thus the remaining misses result in
cold DRAM accesses.

For workloads like gcc_s, graph_analytics, and
qmm_int_906 both SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD merely
improve performance over SPP original because these work-
loads mainly operate on 4KB pages, thus there is no potential
for high performance gains. Consequently, they have a small
impact on the metrics of Figure 10, and the proposed page
size exploitation techniques merely improve their perfor-
mance, as shown in Figure 8.

Finally, Figure 10 focuses on SPP to illustrate the sources
of performance enhancements of the proposed page size
exploitation schemes. We observe similar behavior for the
rest of the evaluated prefetchers (VLDP, PPF, BOP).

3) Different Selection Logic Implementations: This sec-
tion highlights the benefits of the proposed selection logic
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(Section IV-B) by comparing it against alternative imple-
mentations. Specifically, Figure 11 presents the geomean
speedups of the PSA-SD versions of all considered L2C
prefetchers, across three different selection logic implemen-
tations: (i) original implementation of Set-Dueling [73] that
trains the PSA and PSA-2MB only when they are selected
(SD-Standard), (ii) page size based selection scheme (SD-
Page-Size) where the selection logic blindly enables the PSA
(PSA-2MB) version of the prefetcher when the accessed
block resides in a 4KB page (2MB page), and (iii) the pro-
posed selection logic implementation (SD-Proposed). More-
over, we consider an ISO storage scenario that doubles the
storage budget of the original prefetchers’ implementations
to match the budget of the PSA-SD versions and the cost
of the annotation bit (Section IV-B2). Prefetcher BOP is
excluded from this experiment since BOP-PSA and BOP-
PSA-SD are the same, as shown in Section VI-B1. Finally,
the speedups are computed over the original versions of the
considered L2C prefetchers, similar to Figure 9.

Figure 11 reveals that SD-Proposed provides the overall
highest speedups across all prefetchers (e.g., SD-Proposed
outperforms the other selection logic implementations by up
to 6.4% for SPP). In addition, we observe that SD-Standard
provides lower speedups than SD-Proposed; this happens
because SD-Standard trains the PSA and PSA-2MB versions
of the prefetchers only when they are selected, whereas SD-
Proposed trains both prefetchers across all accesses. More-
over, we find that SD-Page-Size provides good speedups
but still performs worse than SD-Proposed. We observe
such behavior because indexing the internal structures of
the prefetchers with 2MB pages sometimes losses important
information due to coarser representation of patterns, leading
to sub-optimal prefetching decisions. In other words, blindly
considering the page size to enable one of the PSA and PSA-
2MB versions is seldom beneficial. Sometimes it is better to
assume 4KB (2MB) pages for indexing the internal prefetch-
ing structures even if the accessed block resides in a 2MB
(4KB) page.7 This happens when 2MB pages accommodate
data structures with orthogonal memory access patterns; in
these cases, the prefetcher is more effective at capturing

7No matter which page size is considered for indexing, prefetching is
permitted within the page where the accessed block resides.
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Figure 13. Comparison with state-of-the-art L1D prefetching.

the memory access patterns of the different structures by
internally considering 4KB pages since fewer data structures
are clustered within one 4KB page than a 2MB page. Finally,
the ISO storage scenario’s speedups reveal that doubling the
prefetchers’ size merely improves performance.

4) Constrained Evaluation: This section quantifies the
impact of various constraints on the performance of the
PSA and PSA-SD versions of all considered prefetchers.
Figure 12 presents the impact on geomean performance
for various L2C MSHR sizes, LLC sizes, and DRAM
bandwidths roughly corresponding to various commercial
processors (Section V-A1). The speedups are computed over
the prefetchers’ original versions, similar to Section VI-B1.

Results presented in Figure 12 (A) and (B) reveal that no
matter the L2C MSHR size and the LLC capacity the PSA
and the PSA-SD versions of all considered prefetchers con-
sistently provide large speedups over the original versions
of the prefetchers. For instance, even when the L2C MSHR
has 8 entries, SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD improve geomean
speedup over SPP original by 4.6% and 6.4%, respectively.

Regarding the impact of DRAM bandwidth (Figure 12,
C) on the speedups of our proposals, we observe that the
PSA and PSA-SD versions of the prefetchers consistently
improve performance over their original versions, even when
DRAM bandwidth is 400 MT/s. The main takeaway of this
evaluation is that exploiting the page size information to
safely prefetch across 4KB physical page boundaries pro-
vides large gains even in bandwidth-constrained scenarios.

5) Comparison with L1D Prefetching: This section com-
pares the PSA and PSA-SD versions of all considered
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L2C prefetchers with the Instruction Pointer Classifier
Prefetcher (IPCP) [83] which is a state-of-the-art L1D
prefetcher. We evaluate two versions of IPCP: the first
(IPCP) stops prefetching at 4KB page boundaries, and the
second (IPCP++) is allowed to cross 4KB page boundaries
for prefetching only when the page where the prefetched
block resides is TLB resident (Section II-C1). Both IPCP
and IPCP++ apply prefetching using virtual addresses since
they are placed alongside L1D. We also evaluate a next-line
prefetcher for reference. Figure 13 presents the speedups of
the considered prefetchers across all workloads. The baseline
system does not use prefetching at any cache level.

Looking at Figure 13, we observe that the version of IPCP
that crosses 4KB page boundaries (IPCP++) delivers higher
speedup (4.6% in geomean) than IPCP that stops prefetching
at 4KB page boundaries. This happens because IPCP++
experiences higher coverage and better timeliness than IPCP
due to 4KB-crossing prefetching. However, the PSA and
PSA-SD versions of SPP and PPF outperform both IPCP
and IPCP++. For example, SPP-PSA-SD and PPF-PSA-SD
provide 9.0% (4.4%) and 24.6% (20.0%) higher speedups
than IPCP (IPCP++), respectively. In addition, the versions
of VLDP and BOP that exploit the page size information
provide speedups slightly lower than IPCP and IPCP++.
The main takeaway of this experiment is that page size
aware L2C prefetching delivers equal or higher performance
enhancement than state-of-the-art L1D prefetching.

C. Multi-Core Experiments

This section presents the performance benefits delivered
by our proposals (PSA, PSA-SD) to all considered L2C
prefetchers in multi-core contexts. Figures 14 and 15 illus-
trate the distribution of the speedups of the PSA and PSA-SD
versions, across the SPP, VLDP, PPF, and BOP prefetchers,
in a 4-core and an 8-core context, respectively. Both 4-core
and 8-core experiments use 100 random mixes, as explained
in Section V-B. Finally, the speedups reported in Figures
14 and 15 are computed over the original versions of the
prefetchers, similar to Section VI-B1.

Our multi-core evaluation reveals that both PSA and PSA-
SD versions of all considered L2C prefetchers provide large
performance benefits for most of the 4-core and 8-core
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Figure 15. Distribution of 8-core speedups of the PSA and PSA-SD
versions of the considered prefetchers across 100 mixes.

mixes. For example, SPP-PSA and SPP-PSA-SD provide
a geomean speedup of 5.6% and 7.7% over SPP original
across 100 randomly generated 4-core mixes. However,
in the 8-core context, we observe that PSA and PSA-SD
versions of all the prefetchers deliver lower performance
enhancements than in the 4-core context. This happens
because both 4-core and 8-core evaluations use the same
DRAM configuration (Table I in Section V). Therefore, there
is less opportunity for improvement by exploiting the page
size information for prefetching in the 8-core context due to
limited bandwidth compared to the 4-core context.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes the Page-size Propagation Module
(PPM), a µarchitectural scheme that exploits the prevalence
of large pages in systems to enable safe prefetching beyond
4KB physical page boundaries when the accessed blocks
reside in large pages. In addition, we propose a module
comprised of two page size aware prefetchers that inherently
use different page sizes to drive prefetching while using
adaptive logic to enable the most appropriate prefetcher per
cache access. Across an extensive set of workloads, we show
that the proposed page size exploitation techniques provide
significant benefits to various state-of-the-art prefetchers.
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